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What people want in a target arrow varies with what 
they are aiming at. The characteristics desirable for 
someone shooting paper faces or foam 3-D targets 

at known distances may dictate the need for fat line-cutters 
that are sometimes nicknamed “telephone poles.” FITA shoot-
ers who need to reach out to 70 or even 90 meters may be 
shopping for slender, wind-cutting “knitting needles.” Most 
of your recreational archery customers will fall somewhere 
between these two extremes. As new models are developed, 
manufacturers consider speed, weight, diameter, resistance 
to wind drift, durability and cost. The industry has a wealth of 
target arrows to choose from to meet your customers’ needs 
and budget. 

BLACK EAGLE
Black Eagle has been in 

the arrow business since 2012, 
seeing success in both the tar-
get archery and bowhunting 
markets. President and Owner 
Randy Kitts explained to us that 
Black Eagle sells exclusively 
through dealers, as the com-
pany philosophy hinges on the 
brick-and-mortar store being 
the industry’s backbone. The 
brand name has solidi� ed over 
the years through a series of 
tournament wins by whom Kitts 
described as the “iconic names” 
in the industry. “It’s been a really, 
really great last seven years, to 
say the least,” Kitts commented.

This year, pro archer 
James Lutz used Black Eagle’s 
X-Impact to take the men’s com-
pound division individual event 
gold-medal win in the World 

Championships this June in the Netherlands. Further, Chris 
Perkins used this arrow at the NFAA Outdoor Nationals last 
year to win the event and set a new Outdoor National Record 
high score. The X-Impact is a micro-diameter arrow that has 
been part of Black Eagle’s lineup for � ve years. This high-
modulus arrow features a .165 inch interior diameter and a 
spine range from 250 to 1000, giving a high spine-to-weight 
ratio. The all-carbon X-Impact is light, durable and accurate. 
This arrow is recommended by Black Eagle for anybody who 
wants a generous amount of FOC or front of center balance.

The PS27 was introduced in December of 2017 and, since 
then, has been used to take titles in many indoor champion-
ships, including two Vegas wins, Indoor Nationals and The 
Lancaster Classic. Kitts estimated it may be the most winning 
shaft in an arrow’s 12 month span ever released. This all-
carbon arrow is available in two spine options: 300 and 350. 
It is a maximum-diameter arrow, featuring a 27/64 inch outer 
diameter. Many point options are available, including 100 
grain, 200 grain and 250 grain. 

The PS23 was designed by the same mind as the PS27: 
Black Eagle’s Dan McCarthy, who handles most product devel-
opment. This all-carbon arrow is similar to the PS27, di� ering 
in size, weight and spine. The PS23 boasts a 23/64 inch outer 
diameter and a spine range of 250 all the way to 500. Kitts 
stated this arrow is popular among both professionals and 
amateurs and the PS23 has seen many successes at tourna-
ments as well; according to Kitts, for every 12 pro podiums 
available in an ASA tournament, Black Eagle usually takes � ve 
to six of the available podium spots with this PS23 arrow.

Call (678) 208-3429 to learn more.

VICTORY
Victory Archery has been in the arrow-manufacturing 

business for about 10 years, though around � ve years ago, it 
was bought out by Mitsubishi, which is one of the largest car-
bon manufacturers in the world, as reported to us by Victory 
Marketing and Graphics Manager Devin O’Dea. O’Dea said 
that Victory is the only vertically-integrated company in the 

Above: Victory’s NVX23 is the largest-diameter arrow allowed by World Archery Federation rules. 
It can be shot indoors or outdoors, at rounds and 3-D targets. � is is the Elite model featuring a 400 
spine and a +/-.001 straightness tolerance.
Left to right: Black Eagle’s nano-diameter X-Impact has a light weight that allows more point weight 
on the front end, which improves � ight and accuracy.
� e PS27 from Black Eagle was developed by 2017 IBO champion Dan McCarthy. � e straightness 
tolerance is +/-.001 or better and the weight tolerance is +/- 1 grain.
� e large-diameter PS23 from Black Eagle was also designed by Dan McCarthy and has the same 
demanding tolerances as the PS27, di� ering in size, weight and spine instead.

Understanding Today’s 
Target Arrows By Rachel Givens
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arrow industry, producing its raw materials and carbon � ber 
in the U.S. The company o� ers a wide variety of carbon pre-
pregs (carbon and resin) to choose from so they can engineer 
more innovations. “We’re driven by innovation,” O’Dea said as 
he explained how Victory is always working on new designs 
and looking to improve its products with quality materials 
and techniques. The Victory sta�  is made up of archers and 
they put their products through a gauntlet of testing to make 
sure they are ready to release. O’Dea stated that Victory has 
arrows for everyone from beginner archers to those who want 

to shoot at the highest level.
Nearly all Victory arrows are spine-aligned for consis-

tency. They are also batch-weighed within half of a grain. Their 
proprietary Ice nano-ceramic coating allows for a smoother, 
easier pull from a target. Every Victory target arrow is manu-
factured from 100 percent carbon � bers and most of them are 
the stronger high-modulus � bers. These aspects apply to the 
arrows discussed here.

The NVX series consists of large-diameter arrows in its 23, 
25 and 27 models. O’Dea described the 23 as “a really, really 
versatile all-around arrow,” explaining how it has the largest 
diameter allowed by World Archery Federation rules. The 23 
is available in a 350, a 400 and a 500 spine to accommodate 
recurve shooters, � nger shooters and those who draw a lower 
weight. The large diameter is an advantage for line cutting 
and the light weight allows it to � y relatively � at. The 25 is 
more suited for ASA-style shooting, both indoors and out-
doors. It allows even more line-cutting advantage. The 27 was 
designed for Vegas-style 20 yard shooting and is the maxi-
mum diameter shaft allowed by Vegas rules. O’Dea described 
the 27 as being engineered for “big-money payo�  shoots” on 
the three- or � ve-spot target.

The latest target shaft to be produced by Victory is the 
VXT. This parallel-tapered shaft features a parallel inside 
diameter of .166 of an inch, categorizing it as micro-diameter. 
The outside diameter tapers from the size of the Victory VAP 
target shaft down to the outside diameter of a Victory X10. 
This taper provides more built-in FOC. The softer rear spine 
gives an advantage to � nger shooters, as it allows the arrow 
better clearance when � exing around the riser, leading to less 
contact and bounce. This makes for a more forgiving arrow. 
A 90 degree weave on the arrow’s exterior reduces post-
launch torsional de� ection, allowing the arrow to recover 
more quickly during � ight. Because the tapered shaft’s static 
and dynamic spine act di� erently than a parallel shaft’s spine 
does, the VXT is o� ered with a test kit that allows the user to 
determine the spine. 

O’Dea explained the di� erence in how the arrow reacts 
when cut. If you cut a parallel arrow, it will get sti� er the more 
it is cut, at the same rate no matter what. However, a tapered 
shaft sti� ens at di� erent speeds depending on the starting 
point of the cut; cutting from the front elicits a slow sti� en-
ing rate and cutting from the back sti� ens the arrow more 
quickly. The VXT is also o� ered with pin nocks, pin bushings 
and points of either tooled steel or tungsten.

The 3DHV is a small-diameter shaft, with a .204 inch inte-
rior diameter, that boasts a 
weight of less than 6 grains 
per inch for the majority. This 
lightweight, fast arrow works 
well for both 3-D and � eld 
target archery, especially in 
circumstances where dis-
tance approximation is a fac-
tor, as the � atter trajectory 
of this arrow makes it easier 
to judge where to aim. This 
arrow is o� ered in spines 
from 300 to 800. This makes 

Easton’s selection of target arrows is so comprehensive, the 
company has a separate target archery catalog covering a 
couple dozen models plus loads of components and accessories. 
You will � nd everything from durable aluminum youth target 
arrows to costly tapered and barreled carbon/aluminum mod-
els for outdoor compound and recurve competition here. Get 
more information online at www.eastonarchery.com or call the 
� rm in Salt Lake City, Utah at (801) 539-1400.

Victory’s VXT model is a parallel-taper target shaft that recovers quickly in � ight due to its design. 
� e V1 model shown here has a straightness tolerance of +/-.001, though it also comes in .003 and 
.006 versions.

Below, Victory’s 3DHV is a high-velocity arrow designed for 3-D shooting, as the name indicates but 
it will also work for � eld targets. Its small diameter allows it to be less a� ected by windy conditions. 
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it versatile for compounds, recurves or barebow shooting, 
especially if you do not pull a very heavy draw weight. You 
can add point weight to the front to achieve extreme FOC, 
which also assists in traditional and barebow shooting. This 
arrow is o� ered with unibushing, a nock and 80 to 150-grain 
break-o�  points.

O’Dea told us that Victory is making big plans for 2020 
and hopes to release a host of new target arrows next year.

For more information, please call (866) 934-6565.

FIRENOCK
Operating Manager Dorge Huang explained Firenock 

products are available either directly from the company via its 
online store or from Firenock-certi� ed and -trained pro shops. 
“We let the customer � nd us,” Huang stated, noting word-of-
mouth as Firenock’s primary method for drawing in both U.S. 
and international customers.

Over the years, Firenock has expanded its product range 
to cover nearly every aspect of the archery experience, 
the company said. With an impressive o� ering of over 600 
products and more than half being target-focused, one of 
its most valuable resources, Huang stated, is its aforemen-
tioned certi� ed and trained pro shops. With archery technol-
ogy constantly evolving and only becoming more e�  cient, 
Firenock works hard all year round to stay ahead. Therefore, 
to become a Firenock pro shop, techs must not only initially 
undergo a minimum of � ve hours of intensive hands-on train-
ing but are also required to keep up with updates. Further, 
to optimize results, Firenock products are almost all sold 
separately, designed to be mixed and matched. According 
to the Firenock website, a company goal is to educate others 
about the science behind archery, which appeals to the target 
archer all the more, as Huang described them as meticulous in 
their tuning and equipment setup: their target market.

The name “Firenock,” of course, hearkens back to the com-
pany’s � rst product: its interchangeable lighted nock system. 
Although available in three functions, its target models (“T,” 
“K” and “0”) are designed to automatically shut o�  17 seconds 
after activation. This capacity makes these nocks perfect for 
practice, bow tuning and competition, the company said. 
Especially since, due to their reliability, Firenock target lighted 
nocks were listed as the only IBO- and ASA-legal lighted nocks 
in 2012, as the company informed us. With six LED colors and 
up to nine nock colors, there are 54 possible color combina-
tions to choose from in addition to the many sizes that � t 
most arrows on the market.

To address the need for ultra-lightweight, consistent 
components on the nock side of 23/64 inch or larger arrows, 
the AeroBushing was developed to pair with any 0.204 
inch outside diameter nock. Loaded with two patented 
technologies, “Square in a Circle” Technology as well as the 
Reverse Tapered “Umbrella” Collar Technology, these bushings 
are self-concentric and very durable. When paired with the 

Firenock “A” nock, a nock-bushing duo can weigh less than 12 
grains total.

Another of Firenock’s original products is the Aerovane 
series. The � rst vane to ever employ airfoils, as Firenock 
informed us, Aerovane does not work like traditional vanes. 
Instead of utilizing drag, these vanes not only induce rotation 
but maintain it, resulting in minimum losses. A target setup 
� etched with Aerovane does not require a high FOC, as it is 
able to � y accurately with FOC as low as 6 percent. For the 
best results, Firenock recommends � etching Aerovane with its 
Aerovane Jig � etching system, whose clamp has an accuracy 
of up to 1/72 of a degree and with AG0600 glue, which comes 
standard with a Luer-lock system for precise application.

The Firenock AeroInsert series boasts two central patents 
but spans over 30 di� erent custom sizes in up to � ve materi-
als: 7075-T5 aluminum (“A”), brass (“B”), 6061-T6 aluminum 
(“C”), 303 stainless (“S”) and GR5 titanium (“T”). Although all 
of Firenock’s inserts are compatible with most target setups, 
over half were designed for target speci� cally. The two patents 
were translated into two technologies: the Reverse Tapered 
Technology (equipped in AeroInsert-A and AeroInsert-H), 
which improves arrow self-concentricity and the Double 
Shoulder Technology (equipped only in AeroInsert-H), which 
o� ers a larger adhesive space for a carbon inner tube to ulti-
mately form a large insert unit.

This “large insert unit” is the foundation of Firenock’s 
AeroConcept System. After installation, the front of the shaft 
will be thicker, be sti� er and have a higher spine than the rest 
of the arrow. This change is signi� cant because it results in a 
variable spine that shortens the radius of an arrow’s oscilla-
tion cycle, harmonically dampening it overall. An arrow will 
stop � exing faster, will � y � atter and, when paired with the 
Aerovane II or III, can even enter a gyroscopic spin.

Two standout sub-series of the AeroConcept System are 
the AeroConcept Points and the Destroyer Series. The stan-
dard Firenock AeroPoints already come in over 20 weights 
from 45-250 grains and exploit their patented F.A.C.T. Double 
O-ring System for the perfect con� guration, as Firenock 
described it. The AeroConcept Points, however, are Firenock’s 
take on the glue-in point, featuring all of the technologies 
represented in both AeroInserts and AeroPoints as well as 
an option for changeable weight (45-75 grains). As for the 
Destroyer Series, it features all of the same technologies but 
completely recasts them for the harsh environments of 3-D 
Hunter and Pro Class competitions, including unique � eld 
points that are 6 millimeters in diameter.

Recently, Firenock introduced its AeroWeave shafts. With 
the use of a thinner but stronger carbon � ber in addition to 

At left, AeroBushing is a 
Firenock technology that 
is self-concentric and 
durable due to its reverse 
tapering and “Square in a 
Circle” design. 

At right, the Firenock 
AeroBushing is shown � t-
ted to a .204 inch outside 
diameter nock.

� e Firenock interchangeable lighted system includes three 
target models that will shut o�  automatically after 17 seconds.
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what Firenock described as an unprecedented, now-patented 
compound weave lay, AeroWeave has a linear spine. When 
used with Firenock’s Professional Arrow Preparation System 
(P.A.P.S.), which can easily locate what Huang dubbed the 
“� rst dynamic bend” of a shaft, an arrow will synchronize with 
itself during � ight to gain maximum e�  ciency. This series is 
available in three tube sizes (AeroWeave246, AeroWeave300 
and AeroWeave315) with up to four spine ratings (250, 300, 
350 and 400).

While its target products utilize a good amount of its pat-
ents (14), Firenock was recently awarded its 35th U.S. patent. 
The AeroStab, for example, designed for those looking for an 
ultra-lightweight and in� nitely-adjustable stabilizer, was just 
patented for its use of GR5 titanium extension bars. To learn 
more about the company and/or any of its products, visit its 
website at www.� renock.com or call (815) 780-1695.

CARBON TECH
Carbon Tech Arrows, true to its name, builds arrows with 

carbon shafts that are designed to group tightly. President 
Rick McKinney explained to us that the key to manufacturing 
this tight grouping lies within spine. “When you buy a dozen 
arrows,” he said, “they all group and we’re pretty proud of that.” 
The dozen-packs that are sold from Carbon Tech, McKinney 
said, are matched to the level of a set that a pro archer 
might take to competition. Carbon Tech is devoted to quality 
and unique innovation and McKinney emphasized how the 
company holds to a philosophy of honesty and delivering 
on promises.

McKinney identi� ed the McKinney II as the company’s 
number one target arrow. It comes at an a� ordable retail price 
of around $220 for a dozen; McKinney stated the McKinney II 
performs at the level you would expect for twice that price. 
This lightweight arrow is a speed performer and works well for 

those who do not 
draw high-pound-
age draw weights. 
The light weight 
also contributes to 
tighter sight markings. The McKinney II has a small inside 
diameter of .166. This arrow was designed for World Archery 
competition and has a résumé loaded with world records and 
medals taken. Andre Shelby won the World Championships 
with this arrow three years ago and set a new record on the 
Paralympic team this year. McKinney reports seeing a lot of 
customer interest in this model.

Carbon Tech has manufactured a point designed to 
complement this arrow speci� cally: the McKinney II Pro 
Point. This point is manufactured with a bullet-style shape 
to protect from air turbulence that might be encountered in 
outdoor shooting. The company has begun to design its other 
target points around this bullet-shaped model to increase 
their precision.

The Cheetah arrow has been a mainstay for 3-D and � eld 
archers for years, McKinney said. This arrow is very light in 
weight and has a larger .243 inch inside diameter. User feed-
back testi� es to how well the Cheetah groups; it has been 
described as accurate and has been used to win numerous 
competitions in the 3-D and � eld divisions.

The Hippo arrow was designed speci� cally for interna-
tional world competition and is available in two models: 
the Hippo XP (a “super straight” arrow) and the Standard. 

� e AeroConcept system from Firenock features a large insert unit with a thick, sti�  
shaft and a variable spine that dampens oscillation. 
At right, the airfoil-shaped Firenock Aerovanes induce and maintain rotation rather 
than utilizing drag. � ey do not require high FOC in order to � y accurately.

Carbon Tech’s Cheetah is named for its high speeds, also achieving accuracy through a multi-directional layered design.

� e McKinney II was designed by Carbon Tech for long distances with light weight. Its speed resists wind drift.

� e McKinney II Pro Point is meant to tip a Carbon Tech 
McKinney II. Its bullet shape helps it resist turbulence.

Become a Spyderco dealer. Mention this ad to receive a special introductory discount.
Contact: sales@spyderco.com     |     spyderco.com
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edge retention, corrosion resistance, and ease of sharpening. No
matter what your personal needs and tastes may be, there’s a Cara 
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Four di� erent spines are available: 300, 350, 400 and 500. 
This allows more options with precision tuning. The Hippo is 
strong and durable, able to take the impact of hitting practi-
cally any target mat used in international competition. Its 
inside diameter is .300 of an inch and the shaft measures 
9.3 millimeters.

Carbon Tech also o� ers a collar designed to slip over the 
back of an arrow shaft to prevent splitting when arrows col-
lide. McKinney also recommends using rubber cement or glue 
on your nocks to prevent splitting by reducing vibration.

Contact Carbon Tech at (800) 951-8736 to learn more.

CARBON EXPRESS
Carbon Express is dedicated to making high-quality 

carbon arrows in order to facilitate better shooting for the 
end user. Lennie Rezmer, 
international sales man-
ager for FeraDyne who 
worked with Carbon 
Express since before 
FeraDyne acquired the 

arrow manufacturer, explained to us that a dozen arrows 
purchased from Carbon Express will all shoot the same and 
group together.

The Tank series is built on a tough shaft meant to with-
stand all conditions that may be encountered in target shoot-
ing; its name was derived from the durability. These replaced 
the more fragile Carbon Express CXL shafts. The Tank 23D has 
a 23/64 diameter, which is the largest size allowed by USA 
Archery/World Archery international competition rules. This 
arrow comes in three spine sizes: 350, 400 and 500. It is suited 
for international tournaments as well as 3-D shooting in the 
U.S.

The Tank 27 is the largest of the Tank family, with a 27/64 
inch diameter. This is the maximum diameter allowed by the 
NFAA as well as most 3-D organizations, such as the ASA and 
the IBO. The Tank 27 is a line-cutting shaft that performs well 
indoors. Because indoor shooting does not require you to 
have a fast arrow and a heavier arrow can in fact give you 
more consistency and accuracy indoors, as Rezmer explained, 
the Tank 27 is built to be the heaviest Tank model.

The most recent Tank of the series is the Tank 25, 
which has a 25/64 inch diameter. This arrow speci� cally 
replaced the Carbon Express Line Jammer model of the 

Carbon Tech designed the Hippo, shown here in its XP and 
Standard models, to be durable enough to withstand hitting any 
target, making it suitable for international competition.

� e Tank 25 is the newest of Carbon Express’ Tank series and features the same spine consistency and 
durability as the 23D and 27.

Become a Spyderco dealer. Mention this ad to receive a special introductory discount.
Contact: sales@spyderco.com     |     spyderco.com

Cara  C araTM 2

All versions of the second-generation Cara Cara 2 share the
same refined handle ergonomics, forefinger choil, sturdy back
lock mechanism, and four-position pocket clip. Their full-flat-
ground 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades offer a reliable balance of
edge retention, corrosion resistance, and ease of sharpening. No
matter what your personal needs and tastes may be, there’s a Cara 
Cara 2 to satisfy them.
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same diameter. This large shaft 
is light yet strong for outdoor 
3-D shooting, allowing line cut-
ting without a heavy weight. 
This arrow features a 400 spine, 
which Rezmer said is unique 
for a 25/64 diameter arrow. This makes it forgiving for those 
with lighter draw weights or shorter draw lengths. “We are 
not shooting machines,” Rezmer followed up. “Proper spine 
forgiveness is everything.”

Carbon Express also has several models of interest in 
the Nano series. Two of the Nano models are designed for 
Olympic-style recurve shooting, with a Tri-Spine makeup. That 
means the spine is sti� er in the center section and weaker in 
the front and rear, with the weakest third being the nock-end. 
On a poor release, this Tri-Spine will allow the arrow to com-
plete the S-curve, steering the back end around the riser and 
rest without worry of collision. These models also incorporate 
120 lines on the rear that are spaced for placing spin-wings or 
anything similar to be used for outdoor shooting. This spares 
the time of adding those lines yourself with a jig.

The top-of-the-line model of the recurve Nanos is the 
Nano-Pro X-Treme. This arrow, made of 46 ton carbon, costs 
around $400 per dozen before the addition of components. 
The Nano SST is its less expensive counterpart, closer to $220 
before componentry; it is made of 30 ton carbon that main-
tains its durability and strength.

The Nano series also includes two arrows designed to be 
shot from compounds. These arrows have a Tri-Spine makeup 
that is inverse from that of the recurve Nanos. Here, the center 
section is weakest to o� er more forgiveness; this is the oscil-
lation zone, or, as Rezmer called it, the “Red Zone.” The front 
and rear of the arrow are sti� , more so near the nock. Since 
compounds are shot with release aids rather than � ngers, the 
arrow will � y straight and accelerate quickly after the shot. 
That requires forgiveness in the center rather than the front or 
rear of the arrow, since no S-curve is completed. This will assist 
with wind recovery or during a poor shot.

The Nano Pro RZ is named for the “Red Zone” and is made 
of 46 ton carbon, retailing for around $400 before the addi-
tion of any components. The Nano XRZ is its less-expensive 
counterpart in the compound side but is currently only avail-
able on a limited basis; Rezmer expects it to be available to all 

this fall. The XRZ is manufactured of 30 ton carbon and retails 
for around $75 per dozen before addition of componentry, 
geared toward the casual shooter who wants to have fun 
without paying the price of higher-end equipment.

As for the components available for the Nano series, the 
Bull Dog nock collars are recommended by Rezmer to protect 
the nock end of the shaft, since these shafts � y fast and hit 
hard. He especially asserted the importance of collars for the 
compound Nano models. He stated the collars would extend 
the life of the shaft threefold.

Stainless-steel points are available for the Nano shafts; 
these are the cheapest of the points available for the Nano 
arsenal. A tooled-steel point is available for the Nano Pro RZ; 
this point is priced higher, at $150-160 per dozen. Rezmer 
guaranteed the tooled-steel point would never bend and 
would hold up against a variety of targets. For the Pro X-Treme 
recurve model, Carbon Express o� ers a tooled-steel point 
that will resist bending as well as a dense tungsten point that 
comes to a narrow apex. The Nano SST and the Nano XRZ only 
accommodate the stainless-steel points.

The Nano series contains no aluminum, composed of 
100 percent carbon. Rezmer said they will neither bend nor 
change over time due to this construction. This will mean 
fewer arrow replacements over the years. Rezmer stated 
that he knows of pro archers who have shot the same dozen 
Nanos for two or three years.

The X-Buster was designed to have a heavier, more dura-
ble shaft for international competition so that it could stand 
up to any target encountered. It has a 23/64 shaft similar to 
that of the Tank 23D but is 3 grains heavier and geared more 
for indoor competition. This arrow shaft, sold worldwide, has 
� ve spine options: 350, 400, 500, 600 and 700.

You can contact Carbon Express’ customer service divi-
sion at (715) 395-9955.

� e X-Buster is a Carbon Express shaft that is built heavy for forgiveness and accuracy in indoor 
competition. � is shaft is also durable and designed to deliver a long life.

Carbon Express’ Nano Pro RZ is named for its “Red Zone”: a � exible center that manages dynamic spine for better accuracy.

� e Nano XRZ from Carbon Express is not yet widely available but that should change this fall. � is shaft is designed to be a� ordable 
enough for the casual archer.

 Carbon Express’ Nano SST has an ultra-slim diameter and will resist cross-wind drift. Its Tri-Spine design allows it to be forgiving 
when shot from a recurve bow.

Carbon Express Bull Dog nock collars protect against 
shaft splitting. � is model at right � ts the Nano Pro RZ.
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GOLD TIP
Gold Tip’s philosophy, as explained to us by National 

Shooting Sta�  Manager Tim Gillingham, is that the archer 
should tune their bow to the arrow they are using rather than 
the other way around. To that end, all Gold Tip arrows are 
built very similarly but with di� erent diameter o� erings. This 
reduces confusion among the 3-D line and allows the arrows 
to � t more people with fewer spine options. All of the points 
from Gold Tip are weight-adjustable via the F.A.C.T. system for 
customization. 

The Triple X Pro is suitable for both indoor and 3-D com-
petition and was designed to have the maximum diameter 
allowed in indoor competition at a .383 inch inner diameter 
and a .421 inch outer diameter. This is a “one-size-� ts-all” 
arrow for compound bows, as Gillingham put it; amateurs and 
pros alike can � nd satisfaction with it. The Triple X Pro, like all 
Gold Tip target shafts, is available in a .001 and a .005 model. 
These are sorted to +/-0.5 of a grain in weight tolerance. The 
Triple X Pro comes with no components, allowing the shooter 

to select componentry for a customized setup. 
The UltraLight Pro X-Cutter is a part of the UltraLight line, 

which is popular in � eld archery and IBO 3-D. The lightweight 
shaft is conducive to higher FOC. The UltraLight arrows are 
also sorted to +/-0.5 of a grain. The Pro has a 1000 straightness 
grade as well as a .246 inch inner diameter and comes with-
out components. The UltraLight Series 22 is part of the same 
lineup and is also suited well for 3-D. It has the same weight 
tolerance as the Pro X-Cutter but has a +/-0.0025 straight-
ness tolerance.

The Pierce Tour is designed for outdoor long-range 
competition. It is a micro-diameter (.166 inch inner diam-
eter) model built with Smart Carbon Technology that resists 
wind drift and retains straightness for accuracy. It is sorted to 
+/-0.5 of a grain and has a straightness tolerance of+/-.006. 
Gillingham recommends using a nock collar on this system.

Gillingham encourages readers to visit Gold Tip’s YouTube 
channel or its website at www.goldtip.com for the best edu-
cation on how to use its products. The company’s main cus-

tomer service line is (800) 551-0541. You 
can also email quesions to  Gillingham at 
gillinghamt@goldtip.com.

CARBON FORCE FROM PSE
PSE’s Bobby Vargas of its marketing 

division was ready to explain the newest 
o� ering from the Carbon Force line. The 
XP is a smaller-diameter shaft (.204 of an 
inch) designed for hunting and outdoor 
target applications. The narrow outside 
diameter creates less drag, which is bol-
stered by a larger diameter at the point 
base. The insert system glues into the 
arrow shaft so that it sits � ush to the 
outside. The XP is resistant to wind and 
is weight-matched to +/- 2 grains with a 
straightness tolerance of .003. 

The spine consistency contributes 
to downrange target accuracy and 
good grouping. This arrow is available in 
spines of 300, 350, 400 and 500 in either 
a � etched or a bare shaft. Nocks and 
inserts come included in the package. 

Sold through Authorized Distributors & Dealers

Bitzenburger Machine  & Tool Inc.
13060 Lawson Rd.

Grand Ledge, MI 48837 
Phone/Fax: 517-627-8433

 or 888-724-5697
www.Bitzenburger.com

� e XP is part of PSE’s Carbon Force line of arrows. Its narrow .204 inch diameter 
makes it less susceptible to drag.

Gold Tip designed the Triple X Pro to have the maximum diameter allowed in indoor competition.

� e Pierce Tour from Gold Tip is engineered for outdoor long-range competition, featuring Smart Carbon Technology that protects 
it from wind drift while retaining straightness.

� e UltraLight Pro X-Cutter from Gold Tip is popular for both � eld and 3-D archery due to its lightweight 
shaft that provides higher FOC.

� e UltraLight Series 22 from Gold Tip is similar to the Pro X-Cutter but with a +/-.0025 straightness tolerance.
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The MSRP is $99.99 for a dozen � etched shafts and $89.99 for 
a dozen bare shafts. 

PSE can be contacted at (520) 884-9065.

BLOODSPORT
While Bloodsport is best known for hunting arrows, it has 

a couple of models that work well for crossover with outdoor 
3-D applications. Plano-Synergy’s Senior Category Director 
Joe Snatchko told us about the arrows that work best for 
shooting outdoors.

The Evidence is a .165 inch micro-diameter arrow. This 
will provide longer-distance shots and resistance to wind 
drift. The shaft boasts a straightness of .001 of an inch, which 
Snatchko described as “True as true gets.” The rugged, durable 
Evidence does not use an insert but rather Bloodsport’s pat-
ented R.O.C. outsert that protects its carbon composition. The 
R.O.C. makes precise engagement with the arrow shaft, � tting 
in a way that leads to better spin and high accuracy. This out-
sert weighs 33 grains, which provides around 10 percent FOC. 

The Evidence is available in spines of 300, 350, 400 and 500. 
It comes either pre-� etched with Bohning Blazer vanes that 
further improve accuracy or as a bare shaft that can be cus-
tomized to preference. The � etched arrows come in packs of 
six or 36 and the bare shafts come in packs of a dozen. If you 
do wish to use the Evidence for hunting, it has Bloodsport’s 
patented blood ring that indicates what kind of hit was made 
on an animal struck.

The Justice is similar to the Evidence in most ways: its .001 
straightness, its R.O.C. outsert and its availability pre-� etched 
or as a bare shaft are constants. It, too, comes in packs of six 
or 36 � etched and 12 un� etched. The spine is also available 
in 300, 350, 400 and 500. Where the Justice truly di� ers is in 
its slightly larger .204 inch inside diameter. It is also slightly 
lighter; depending on the spine, it can be 1 grain per inch 
lighter than the Evidence.

Call (800) 237-4507 to learn more.

� e Evidence from Bloodsport can work for both hunting and outdoor 3-D. Its .165 inch inside diameter protects it from wind drift 
during long-distance shots.

� e Bloodsport Justice is a small-diameter arrow that is lighter than the Evidence. It will also work well for outdoor 3-D shooting.
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